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FairyWill FW-551 sonic toothbrush
Care for proper oral hygiene with the FairyWill sonic toothbrush. The device works at 38,000 strokes per minute, effectively cleaning your
teeth and gums. It has 4 modes, so you can customize its action to your needs. It will also remind you to change the brushing area after
30 seconds. Equipped with a high capacity battery, it can work up to 30 days on a single charge. After about 4 hours of charging, the
brush is ready to use again.
 
4 modes of operation
With various user requires in mind, the FairyWill toothbrush is equipped with 4 modes. The Polish mode is perfect for everyday use, and
for users with sensitive gums, the Sensitive mode is recommended. For gentle and effective gum cleaning, choose Massage mode. While
White mode will remove stains and whiten teeth.
 
Convenience of use
The FairyWill FW-551 toothbrush is equipped with a special feature that will remind you to change the area you are cleaning. The device
will stop every 30 seconds and then resume when you change the brushed area.
 
Long working time, convenient charging
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Don't worry about charging your device frequently. The FW-551 has a long-lasting battery that allows the toothbrush to run for up to 30
days on a single charge.  Thanks to the fast  charging feature,  the FW-551 is  ready to use again in about 4 hours.  You can charge the
brush with the powerbank or any other device with USB interface.
 
Included
toothbrush
replaceable head
charging cable
user manual
Brand
FairyWill
Model
FW-551
Color
Black
Vibration frequency
38,000 rpm
Input voltage
100-240V
Working time
up to 30 days
Charging time
4h
Smart timer
Yes

Price:

€ 11.50

Health & Beauty, Sonic toothbrush
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